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This October, crypto markets achieved a historic
milestone with the launch of the first Bitcoin-based
exchange-traded fund (ETF) in the United States.
The ProShares ETF broke $1 billion in assets under
management in record time and caused the
regulated Chicago Mercantile Exchange to surpass
Binance for the first time as largest derivatives
exchange by open interest. Markets surged on the
news, with both Bitcoin and Ethereum breaking new
all time highs in a spectacular recovery following
September's lackluster price action. Towards the
end of the month, markets showed some signs of
overheating, with funding rates for perpetual
futures approaching  six-month highs.  Overall,
Bitcoin is showing remarkable resilience amid
growing  macro uneasiness around  inflation and
risk.  All eyes are now on the U.S. Federal Reserve,
which is set to formally announce the start of
tapering early November.

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Both Bitcoin and Ethereum soared to new all-time highs in October
following extraordinary levels of institutional inflows into the first U.S.
Bitcoin-based ETF listed  on  the New York Stock Exchange, nearly a
decade in the making. Despite a slight pullback at October's close, Bitcoin
ended the month up 31%, a sharp turnaround compared with September's
10% loss. Ethereum closed the month up 34%  as investor anticipation
mounted around the upcoming Ethereum 2.0 update and the possibility
that an ETH-based ETF could be on the horizon. 

ETH-to-BTC Price Ratio

Daily Spot Price

"Uptober" was undeniably led by Bitcoin, with altcoins taking a back seat. The Ethereum-to-Bitcoin price ratio
can be used as an indicator of Bitcoin's dominance relative to altcoin markets and has historically served as a
decent gauge for investor sentiment. When the ratio decreases, it suggests investors are rotating funds into
ETH and altcoin markets, and vice versa. Since the start of September, the ratio has been on a steady
downward trend in a sign that Bitcoin is leading the latest crypto market rally. After reaching all-time highs,
Bitcoin is showing slight signs of exhaustion, indicated by a slight spike in the ratio.

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Wall Street 
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In the first two days after listing, the ProShares Bitcoin ETF topped $1
billion in assets under management, a new record for the NYSE. While
Bitcoin-based ETFs are brand new in the U.S., multiple ETFs dot the
financial landscape of Canada. It should be noted that Canadian ETFs
physically hold Bitcoin while U.S. ETFs build synthetic exposure via
short term Bitcoin futures trading on the CME. Only the Purpose Bitcoin
ETF and 3iQ Bitcoin ETF have a larger Net Asset Value (NAV) compared
to ProShares’, which is remarkable considering it has been live for under
two weeks. As more U.S. ETFs get approved, we can expect a
dispersion in investment, but for now ProShares is dominant.
 
 

NAV of Bitcoin Exchange Traded Funds
As of Nov 01, 2021

Despite the record levels of interest
for the U.S. ETF, many analysts have
expressed concerns that a futures-
based ETF could incur high costs to
long-term investors due to a
phenomenon known as “contango
bleed”. Contango occurs when the
futures price of an asset is higher
than the spot price and  results in
negative roll yields. To demonstrate
this phenomenon, we chart the
performance of three oil futures
ETFs since 2016 along with the
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) spot
price. We observe that these
futures-based ETFs have
significantly underperformed spot
WTI despite differences in operating
structure and investment strategies.

Performance of Futures-based Oil ETFs vs. Oil Spot Price
% Change since Jan 2016

http://www.kaiko.com/
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2021/10/20/contango-conmigo-why-a-bitcoin-futures-etf-could-be-a-bloody-ride
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While cyptocurrency market infrastructure and liquidity have both drastically
improved over the years, we find that prices are still strongly influenced by a
small number of markets. In October, we identified the source of both a price
surge and a price crash for Bitcoin, which rippled across global exchanges.
On October 10th, Bitcoin's price was highly volatile before commencing its
current bull run, and when charting the market share of BTC-USDT,
we observed an abnormal spike in trade volume on Binance's Tether market
relative to all other exchanges. Market share surged from 50% to 68%,  its
highest level since April suggesting particularly strong trading activity.

Bitcoin Spot Volume Market Share
BTC-USDT Pairs

We further analyzed the minute-by-minute breakdown in volumes and corresponding average price on Binance
(charted below). We observe that Bitcoin's price varied strongly after large amounts of trades were executed.
The overall amount of buy orders slightly exceeded sell orders on October 9-10. This suggests that Bitcoin's
latest rally which took off around October 10th could have originated (at least partially) on Binance's BTC-USDT
spot pair thanks to the activities of a larger trader(s).

Bitcoin Trade Volume on Binance
Minute-by-Minute Volume and Price for BTC-USDT

http://www.kaiko.com/
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On October 21, another event—this time tied to exchange infrastructure—rippled throughout markets. A flash
crash on Binance.US caused Bitcoin’s price to plunge from $66K to as low as $8K before bouncing back to
$65K within seconds. Below, we chart Bitcoin’s second-by-second trade volume and price on Binance.US and
can observe the exact moment a large amount of sell orders were executed, causing prices to tank. This
reportedly occurred due to a bug in the trading algorithm of a large institutional investor. The flash crash
resulted in an almost complete decimation of market depth during during and immediately following the crash.

  
 

BTC-USD Bid-Ask Spread

The liquidity crunch and extreme volatility on Binance.US rippled throughout other Bitcoin markets,
demonstrating how an exchange-specific glitch is never an isolated event. Bitcoin’s price fell on several other
exchanges and the bid-ask spread spiked and remained volatile, charted below. Average hourly spread rose to
over 5bps on Binance.US and Bitstamp around the time of the crash and exceeded 3bps on Kraken and 2bps on
Gemini. The cost to trade was higher throughout the day and more volatile than average.

Bitcoin Trade Volume on Binance.US
Second-By-Second Trade Volume and Price for BTC-USD

In Basis Points

http://www.kaiko.com/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/10/21/bitcoin-price-flash-crash-on-binanceus-attributed-to-trader-algorithm-bug


Market
Liquidity Is
Improving
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Over the past year, crypto markets have become more liquid across nearly every
exchange analyzed. Below, we chart the average bid-ask spread in the month of
October, comparing 2020 to 2021. The bid-ask spread is the difference between
the best bid and the best ask and can be used as a proxy for liquidity and cost
to trade. We observe that spreads have improved over the past year on all
exchanges covered except for Binance.US and Kraken. Bitstamp and Itbit saw
the steepest declines in average spread of 1bps and .6bps, respectively. Overall,
Kraken and Coinbase record the lowest spread of 0.3bps while Bitstamp
(3.5bps) and Bittrex (3.1bps) have the highest spreads. It is important to note
that exchange fee structures are key determinants of spreads on a given
market, which can explain the differences between exchanges.
 
 
 Average Bid-Ask Spread (bps)

BTC-USD trading pair, monthly average for October

We further analyze price slippage—the difference between the expected price of a trade and the price of a
trade after the order is fully executed. Below, we chart the price slippage for a simulated $100K sell order. We
can observe that slippage has improved on all markets, with Binance.US recording the biggest improvement.
Price impact is the lowest in October 2021 on Coinbase and Kraken (0.01%) and the highest on Bittrex(0.07%).  

Average Price Slippage for a $100k Sell Order
BTC-USD trading pair, monthly average for October

http://www.kaiko.com/


Bitcoin and Ethereum Perpetual Futures Open Interest

Are Markets Overheating? 

Bitcoin Perpetual Futures Funding Rates
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Open interest for Bitcoin perpetual futures surged by 63% to $13bn since September lows reaching a multi-
month high. Ethereum open interest also rose to an all-time high in October, before dipping in the final week of
the month. The rise in open contracts was mainly driven by Binance and FTX which accounted for 70% of the
total increase in both BTC and ETH. Derivative markets flushed out some leverage, causing a short-lived price
correction at the end of October. However, open interest fell marginally before stabilizing at $13bn suggesting
that the market is not overheating.

As Bitcoin broke all time highs, the funding rates on Bitcoin perpetual futures also spiked to 6-month highs in a
sign that markets could be overheating. Across all exchanges, the sharpest rise in funding rates was observed
on the retail dominated Bybit. Funding rates, which determine the periodic payments between long and short
contract holders, facilitate price convergence between the perpetual futures and the underlying spot prices. As
funding rates turn positive, it indicates that long holders are optimistic on the asset's potential and are willing to
pay to keep their contracts open. However, very high funding rates suggest that leverage is heavily skewed on
the bullish side and often precede price corrections. The funding rates plunged in the immediate aftermath of
the price pullback from $66k to $58k and have since stabilised at lower levels.

http://www.kaiko.com/


Tether
Faces
Growing
Scrutiny

Bitcoin Pair Volume Market Share
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Regulators, politicians, and journalists continued to ramp up public scrutiny of the
stablecoin sector throughout October. Tether was fined $41 million by the U.S.
CFTC shortly after Bloomberg published an in-depth article exploring the
composition of its reserves.  Collectively, daily trade volumes for the top three
stablecoins by marketcap —USDT, USDC, and BUSD— average between $80-$100
billion every day. While both USDC and USDT have faced their fare share of scrutiny,
USDT still accounts for the vast majority of market share when analyzing actual
trade volume executed using each stablecoin. Below, we chart the market share of
Bitcoin and Ethereum  volume across all pairs/exchanges. We can observe that
Tether accounts for 49% of all Bitcoin trades, while USD only accounts for 6% of all
trades. For Ethereum, Tether accounts for 55% of all trades, while USD only
accounts for 7%. This suggests that Tether holds considerable systemic
importance in cryptocurrency markets today, accounting for the majority of liqudity.

BTC as base or quote asset across all exchanges

Ethereum Pair Volume Market Share
ETH as base or quote asset across all exchanges

http://www.kaiko.com/


Inflation
Expectations
Rise Ahead of
Fed Meeting

Bitcoin vs. Inflation Expectations
5 Year Breakeven Inflation, %

Bitcoin Correlation With Commodities
30-Day Rolling Correlation with Bitcoin Daily Log Returns
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As the Fed prepares to formally announce the start of tapering, markets
appear less confident that current inflation rates are transitory. Inflation
expectations for the next five years hit a seventeen-year high in October,
boosted by surging energy costs and supply chain issues. Central banks
keep a close eye on inflation expectations because they can influence
actual inflation rates in the future. If consumers and investors believe
that inflation will rise further, they demand higher risk premiums and
wages, additionally feeding inflation pressures. We  chart inflation
expectations along with the price of Bitcoin, and can observe they have
been moving in lockstep over the past weeks, which suggests the recent
rally could be attracting investors searching for a hedge.

Bitcoin’s correlation with commodities— which historically perform well during times of unexpected inflation—
has been mostly rising since the start of Q3. Both oil and copper prices rose over the past few weeks boosted by
growing demand and record low inventories. By contrast, Bitcoin’s correlation with safe-haven gold has been
mostly negative this year, but briefly climbed into positive territory in September.

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Ethereum Tops Risk Adjusted Returns

Sharpe Ratio of Major Assets
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Crypto assets are generally more volatile
than other asset classes such as
equities. To understand if crypto's
massive  returns adequately reward
investors for the elevated volatility, we
compare the Sharpe ratio of major asset
classes. This risk-reward measure
compares the return of the asset relative
to its risk and the  higher the ratio the
better. When we compute this financial
metric for major asset classes such as
Bitcoin, Ethereum, S&P500, NASDAQ, U.S.
bonds and Gold based on YTD returns we
observe that Ethereum tops the reward-
to-risk charts. It is also interesting to note
that despite Bitcoin’s five-fold y-o-y price
appreciation, its volatility has dragged
down its risk-adjusted performance
relative to equities.

Based on YTD returns

https://twitter.com/KaikoData
https://blog.kaiko.com/
http://www.kaiko.com/

